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The surface chemistry of NOx on mackinawite
(FeS) surfaces: a DFT-D2 study

N. Y. Dzade, A. Roldan and N. H. de Leeuw*

We present density functional theory calculations with a correction for the long-range interactions

(DFT-D2) of the bulk and surfaces of mackinawite (FeS), and subsequent adsorption and dissociation

of NOx gases (nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)). Our results show that these

environmentally important molecules interact very weakly with the energetically most stable (001)

surface, but adsorb relatively strongly onto the FeS(011), (100) and (111) surfaces, preferentially at Fe sites

via charge donation from these surface species. The NOx species exhibit a variety of adsorption

geometries, with the most favourable for NO being the monodentate Fe–NO configuration, whereas

NO2 is calculated to form a bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe configuration. From our calculated thermochemical

energy and activation energy barriers for the direct dissociation of NO and NO2 on the FeS surfaces, we show

that NO prefers molecular adsorption, while dissociative adsorption, i.e. NO2 (ads) - [NO(ads) + O(ads)]

is preferred over molecular adsorption for NO2 onto the mackinawite surfaces. However, the calculated

high activation barriers for the further dissociation of the second N–O bond to produce either [N(ads)

and 2O(ads)] or [N(ads) and O2(ads)] suggest that complete dissociation of NO2 is unlikely to occur on

the mackinawite surfaces.

1. Introduction

The removal of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from lean exhaust streams
remains one of the major challenges in environmental catalysis
and a topic of extensive research.1–7 Atmospheric nitrogen oxides
play an important role in the formation of photochemical smog
and acid rain and the destruction of ozone in the stratosphere,
whereas it is also a possible greenhouse gas exacerbating climate
change.8 It is obviously important that the concentration of
NOx gases in the atmosphere is stabilized, but as the popula-
tion has grown and industrial activities have increased, the rate
of NOx emission from automobile exhausts and stationary
sources has also increased dramatically over the years. In order
to abate NOx released into the environment, there is a need to
develop novel catalysts with high efficiency towards the
removal or destruction of NOx (deNOx processes). The adsorp-
tion and activation processes of NOx over the active sites of a
catalyst are a crucial part of the selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) reactions of nitrogen oxides.9

Earlier investigations have focused on the adsorption of NOx

onto transition metal oxides e.g. TiO2, BaO, ZnO and Al2O3

surfaces.6,10–13 The adsorption and decomposition of NO2 have also
been investigated extensively using techniques such as temperature
programmed desorption (TPD), low-energy electron diffraction

(LEED), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on pure metallic surfaces, such
as, Pt(111),14–17 Ru(001),18,19 Rh(111),20 Ag(111),21–24 Pd(111),25,26

Au(111),27–30 and polycrystalline Au.31 These studies have demon-
strated that NO2 adsorbs dissociatively onto Rh(111), Pd(111),
Pt(111), Ru(001), and Ag(111) surfaces at low temperature but
adsorbs molecularly onto Au(111) and polycrystalline Au.

Transition metal (TM) sulfide nanocrystals are attracting atten-
tion for potential applications in heterogeneous catalysis, solar cells,
and light-emitting diodes owing to their unique and interesting
physical, electronic, magnetic and chemical properties.32–40 Iron
sulfides are suggested catalysts in the iron-sulfur hypothesis for
the origin of life. Pioneering research into evolutionary biochemistry
by Wächtershäuser and others has suggested that many of the
prebiotic chemical reactions might be catalysed by iron sulfide
(mackinawite, greigite, pyrite and violarite) surfaces at hydro-
thermal vents on the ocean floor during the Hadean and early
Archean eras.41–43 Nørskov and co-workers have also reported
the extraordinary catalytic properties of MoS2 surfaces and MoS
nanoparticles.44,45 For example, in petrochemical processes,
sulfur-containing molecules are removed from the feedstream
by adsorption onto TM-sulfides, mainly MoS2.45–48 Recently,
the interaction of NOx with the (100) pyrite (FeS2) surface has
been reported by Sacchi et al using electronic structure calcula-
tions based on DFT.49 The NOx species were shown to interact
strongly with the FeS2(100) surface but the calculated high
activation barriers for their dissociation suggest that the NOx
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species will remain molecularly chemisorbed on pyrite sur-
faces even at high temperature. However, the diversity of
naturally occurring iron sulfides, with iron existing in multiple
oxidation states provides alternative iron sulfide systems for
consideration as materials for the adsorption and decomposi-
tion of NOx.

In this study, we have investigated the catalytic properties of
mackinawite (tetragonal FeS) towards NOx adsorption and
activation using DFT calculations, where we consider the nature
of binding of the NOx species to the FeS surfaces and their
dissociation reaction mechanisms. Mackinawite (FeS) is the first
crystalline iron sulfide phase that is formed in aqueous systems and
it is a precursor to the formation of sedimentary pyrite (FeS2)
and greigite (Fe3S4).50,51 Earlier studies have demonstrated that
mackinawite can influence the mobility and bioavailability of
environmentally important trace elements, notably through pro-
cesses involving either sorption52,53 or oxidative dissolution.54–56 A
wealth of information is available in the literature regarding its bulk
properties, such as the unit cell parameters, and the electronic,
magnetic and mechanical properties of mackinawite.57–62 The
gradual oxidation processes of mackinawite have also been studied
using X-ray diffraction (XRD), transition electron microscopy (TEM),
transition Mössbauer spectroscopy (TMS) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS).63

Surprisingly, the chemical activity of mackinawite and in
particular, its potential for catalytic applications has not been
thoroughly investigated. In an earlier study, we have investigated
the adsorption and desorption properties of the methylamine
capping agent on various low-Miller index surfaces of FeS.38 The
present study, however, is aimed at providing a general under-
standing of FeS–NOx interactions to assess mackinawite’s potential
as a nanocatalyst for the adsorption, activation and decomposition
of environmentally important NOx gases.

2. Computational methods

All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package (VASP) within the Kohn–Sham (KS) imple-
mentation of density functional theory (DFT) using plane-wave
basis sets.64–67 Dispersion forces were accounted for in our
calculations using the Grimme DFT-D2 method68 which is
essential for an appropriate description of mackinawite.38 We
have used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), with
a density functional built from the Perdew and Zunger69 local
functional, and the gradient corrections by Perdew et al.70

The interaction between the valence electrons and the core
was described using the projected augmented wave (PAW)
method71 in the implementation of Kresse and Joubert.72 The
KS valence states were expanded in a plane-wave basis set with
a cut off at 400 eV, which is high enough to ensure that no Pulay
stresses occurred within the cell during relaxation. An energy
threshold defining self-consistency of the electron density was
set to 10�5 eV and the interatomic forces are minimized up to
0.01 eV Å�1 for structural relaxation. For the geometry optimi-
zation calculations, 11 � 11 � 11 and 5 � 5 � 1 Monkhorst-

pack grids were used to sample the reciprocal space of bulk FeS
and the substrate–adsorbate system respectively, which ensures
electronic and ionic convergence.

The bulk FeS was modelled in the tetragonal structure (see
Fig. 1a) in the non-magnetic state, reflecting the fact that both
room temperature neutron diffraction59 and Mössbauer data60

at 4.2 K with an external field testify the absence of an iron
magnetic moment in mackinawite. This effect has been attributed
to strong covalency in the Fe–S bonding,59 on the one hand and
to extensive d-electron delocalisation within the sheets,60 on the
other hand. An earlier DFT structural optimization of FeS
performed by Devey et al. also predicted the stable ground state
to be nonmagnetic.39 The different low-Miller index FeS surfaces
were created from the optimized bulk using the METADISE
code,73 which not only considers the periodicity in the plane
direction but also provides the different atomic layer stacking
resulting in a zero dipole moment perpendicular to the surface
plane, as is required for reliable and realistic surface calcula-
tions.74 A vacuum region of 15 Å along the c-axis was tested to be
sufficient to avoid interactions between the surface slab and its
periodic image, and from our convergence of the number of FeS
layers to represent the bulk, we identified that three FeS layers
were sufficient to model the surfaces of mackinawite reliably.
For the isolated NOx species we have used a cell with lattice
constants of 15 Å, sampling only the G-point of the Brillouin
zone. To determine the optimum adsorption geometries, the
atoms of the adsorbate and the topmost two FeS layers of the
(4 � 2) slab were allowed to relax without constraints until
the residual forces on each atom reached 0.01 eV Å�1.

The Bader charge analysis was carried out for all the adsorbate–
substrate systems, using the Henkelman algorithm75,76 in order
to quantify the charge transfer between the FeS surfaces and
NOx species. The nudged elastic band (NEB) method was used
to locate the transition state and reaction activation energy
barriers of the NOx dissociation process.77,78 Transition states
were further confirmed through frequency calculations, in
which only one imaginary frequency is obtained corresponding
to the reaction coordinate. The reaction energy (DE) is calcu-
lated as the total energy difference between the final state
and the initial state and the activation barrier (Ea) is defined
as the total energy difference between the initial state and the
saddle point.

Fig. 1 The tetragonal FeS structure (a), and the electronic density of state
of bulk mackinawite (b). (Colour scheme: Fe = grey and S = yellow).
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Bulk properties

Mackinawite crystallises in a tetragonal structure (Fig. 1) with
space group P4/nmm (no. 129).57,58 In the mackinawite structure,
each iron atom is arranged in tetrahedral coordination with
sulfur in a square lattice to form edge-sharing tetrahedral layered
sheets stacked along the c-axis and stabilized via van der Waals
forces.79 Each iron atom is in square-planar coordination with
neighbouring irons at a Fe–Fe distance of 2.597 Å,57 which is
similar to the Fe–Fe distance in bcc Fe (2.482 Å).80 The interlayer
separation distance (the c-parameter) and the unit cell edge
length in the a and b directions are normally used to characterize
the mackinawite cell. Using the theoretical method described
above and allowing all atoms to fully relax until the required
accuracy was reached, we calculated the unit cell parameters at
a = b = 3.587 Å and c = 4.908 Å with c/a ratio = 1.368 Å, which
compares well with the range of experimental values reported in
Table 1.51,57,58,81,82 Because mackinawite is easily oxidised, the
lattice parameters of synthetic mackinawite are sensitive to the
synthesis conditions and handling of the samples before char-
acterization and it is clear from the range of lattice parameters in
Table 1 that especially the interlayer separation (c-parameter)
of synthetic mackinawite varies significantly between samples.
The mackinawite samples characterized by Lennie et al.57 were
synthesized by reacting iron with Na2S solutions, vacuum dried
and sealed under vacuum in borosilicate glass tubes to prevent
oxidation before analysis. The samples obtained were described
to be well-crystalline mackinawite samples and therefore are
highly suitable for comparison with theory. The much larger
interlayer separation distance of the mackinawite characterized
by Wolthers et al.82 was attributed to both intercalation of water
molecules between the layers of mackinawite and lattice relaxa-
tion with decreasing crystallite size.

The good agreement of the calculated lattice parameters with
experiment is due to the inclusion of the dispersion interactions
in the DFT calculation. In layered materials such as mackinawite,
where the layers are stabilized by weak van der Waals interactions,
standard DFT methods often overestimate the interlayer spacing.
In an earlier study we have shown that standard DFT methods
poorly predict the interlayer spacing of mackinawite at 5.484 Å,
representing an overestimation of about 10%38 relative to experi-
mental data from Lennie et al.57 In this study, by implementing
the DFT-D2 method of Grimme to account for the weak disper-
sion forces we have predicted the interlayer separation distance
at 4.908 Å, which is only 2% smaller than the experimental
value of Lennie,57 suggesting the importance of this correction

to include dispersion forces in accurately predicting the inter-
layer separation distance in mackinawite. Our calculated a = b
parameter of 3.587 Å is also within typical DFT errors (2%) of
the experimental value of 3.674 Å.57 In earlier theoretical
calculations the interlayer separation distance was simply fixed
at the experimental value of Lennie et al. (Devey et al., 2008;
Subedi et al., 2008),39,61 but this approach could introduce
unrealistic strain in the surface calculations.

Our calculated electronic density of states (DOS) of bulk
mackinawite (Fig. 1b) shows the Fermi energy cutting a band of
the Fe d-orbital roughly in the centre of a local minimum,
indicating a partial localization with regard to the S atoms but
still metallic, in agreement with the metallic nature deduced by
Vaughan and Ridout60 and also consistent with earlier theore-
tical investigations.39,61

3.2 Surface characterization

We have modelled the different low-Miller index surfaces by
taking advantage of the crystal symmetry in the a and b directions
to reduce the number of surfaces to the {001}, {100}, {011}, {110}
and {111} family of surfaces. The {001} surface possesses two
distinct terminations where the {001}-S surface corresponds
to a termination of the complete FeS layer, leaving a typical type
II-terminated74 surface of S atoms (Fig. 2a), whereas the {001}-Fe
surface is a reconstructed formally dipolar type III surface leaving
a partially vacant layer of Fe atoms at the surface (Fig. 2b). The
{100} surface possesses only a single repeat unit, but the {011},
{110}, and {111} surfaces also possess two possible termina-
tions, a type II and a reconstructed type III. We have considered
all the different possible terminations, but we have used only
the most stable terminations to investigate the adsorption
properties of NOx. The surface energy of the relaxed surfaces
was obtained using a combination of calculations for the
relaxed and unrelaxed surfaces. After constructing the surface,
and before optimization, the slab contains two unrelaxed
surfaces and the unrelaxed surface energy (gu) may be obtained
from a single point calculation as

gu ¼
Eunrelaxed
slab � nEbulk

2A
(1)

where Eunrelaxed
slab is the energy of the unrelaxed slab, nEbulk is the

energy of an equal number (n) of bulk FeS units, and A is the
area of one side of the slab. When only one side of the slab (top)
is allowed to relax unconstrainedly, while the bottom layer
atoms are fixed at the bulk parameters, as implemented in this

Table 1 Optimized structural parameters of FeS. The experimental unit
cell parameters a, b and c and the c/a ratio are also given for comparison

Parameter Experiment51,57,58,81,82 DFT-D2

a = b/Å 3.650–3.679 3.587
c/Å 4.997–5.480 4.908
c/a 1.363–1.501 1.368
d(Fe–S)/Å 2.240–2.256 2.262
d(Fe–Fe)/Å 2.598–2.630 2.536

Fig. 2 Schematic of the sulfur terminated ((001)-S) and Fe terminated
((001)-Fe) surfaces of FeS(001). (Colour scheme: Fe = grey and S = yellow).
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study, the additional energy due to the relaxed surface at the top
of the slab must be separated from the energy of the unrelaxed
surface at the bottom, as the two differ. From the unrelaxed
surface energy it is possible to calculate the relaxed surface energy
(gr) from the total energy of the relaxed slab as:

gr ¼
Erelaxed
slab � nEbulk

A
� gu (2)

where Eunrelaxed
slab is the energy of the relaxed slab.

By substituting gu from eqn (1) into (2), the relaxed surface
(gr) relation becomes:

gr ¼
Erelaxed
slab � nEbulk

A
� Eunrelaxed

slab � nEbulk

2A
(3)

The calculated relaxed surface energies of the different low-Miller
index FeS surfaces are presented in Table 2. The most stable
surface is calculated to be the {001}-S termination with a surface
energy of 0.19 J m�2, in agreement with an earlier interatomic
potential study of mackinawite surfaces by Devey et al.39

The creation of the {001}-S terminated surface involves only
breaking of the weak vdW interactions between the sulfide
layers which results in negligible relaxation of the surface
species. The reconstructed {001}-Fe terminated surface, on
the other hand, has a high surface energy (2.67 J m�2) reflecting
the fact that its creation requires breaking of the most Fe–S
bonds. The surface energies of the most stable terminations of
the {011}, {100}, {111} and {110} surfaces are calculated to be
0.95, 1.04, 1.51, and 1.72 J m�2 respectively. These surfaces are
shown to undergo minimal relaxation as reflected in their topmost
layer interatomic bond distances (Table 2) which are similar to
those in the bulk. The relaxed structures of the energetically
most stable terminations of the {011}, {100} and {111} surface
slabs are shown in Fig. 3.

We have calculated the thermodynamic crystal morphology
of mackinawite using Wulff’s method,83 which is based on
the calculated surface energies. The calculated morphology
of mackinawite (Fig. 4) shows excellent agreement with the
crystals grown by Ohfuji and Rickard, who described thin and
tabular crystals from their high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscope (HRTEM) examination of FeS aggregates.84

Their complementary electron diffraction (SAED) analyses of
selected areas of the FeS nanocrystals (both freeze-dried and
precipitated mackinawite) show clearly {001} as the most stable
surface, followed by the decreasing stabilities of the {101}, {200}
(equivalent to the {100} surface), and {111} planes. These
findings show good agreement with the surface energies pre-
dicted by our DFT calculations. The nonexistence of the {110}
surface reflections in the SAED patterns and their lack of
appearance in the calculated morphology of the FeS crystal
can be attributed to its relatively high surface energy.

3.3 NO adsorption and dissociation

In order to identify the optimized adsorption structures with
minimum energy on the {001}, {011}, {100} and {111} surfaces,
we have placed the NO molecule on the surfaces in three
different initial orientations: (1) oxygen pointing either towards
(X–ON) or (2) away (X–NO) from the surface, and (3) NO
adsorbed parallel to the surface plane (X–(NO)), where X
denotes the interacting surface atom. To measure the strength
of the adsorbate–surface interaction, we have calculated the
adsorption energy (Eads) using the relation in eqn (4).

Eads = Esurf+NO � (Esurf + ENO) (4)

{001} surface. The adsorption of NO was first investigated on
the most stable {001} surface where it was found to interact very
weakly with the surface. The optimized low-energy NO adsorp-
tion structures on the {001} surface are shown in Fig. 5(a–c)
while the adsorption energies and the relevant bond distances
are summarized in Table 3. When adsorbed through its oxygen
atom at the Fe site (Fig. 5a), the NO molecule was only physisorbed,

Table 2 Relaxed surface energies (g) and the topmost layer internal bond
distances for FeS

(001) (011) (100) (111) (110)

g/J m�2 0.19 0.95 1.04 1.51 1.72
d(Fe–S)/Å 2.165 2.165 2.183 2.127 2.147
d(Fe–Fe)/Å 2.554 2.553 2.553 2.572 2.409

Fig. 3 Schematic of the most stable terminations of the {011}, {100} and
{111} FeS surfaces. (Colour scheme: Fe = grey and S = yellow).

Fig. 4 Calculated crystal morphology of mackinawite. The crystals grow
in tabular forms, with the {001} surface highly prominent.

Fig. 5 Side (top) and top (bottom) views of the optimized adsorption
structures of NO on the {001} FeS surface. (Colour scheme: Fe = grey, S =
yellow, N = blue and O = red).
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releasing an adsorption energy of 0.22 eV, and it moved away
from the surface Fe binding site during geometry optimization
until the distance between the oxygen atom and the surface
iron atom is 4.040 Å. When we adsorb NO via the nitrogen atom
at the Fe site (Fe–NO), a positive adsorption energy of +0.12 eV
was calculated, which suggests an unfavourable adsorption
process. The Fe atom to which the NO is bound is pulled up by
1.201 Å from its surface position (see Fig. 5b), causing significant
distortion of the surface structure around the Fe adsorption site,
hence the unfavourable adsorption. The S–NO configurations
(Fig. 5c) gave a very weak interaction; the NO molecule moved
away from the interacting sulfur atom until the S–N distance is
3.068 Å, releasing an energy of 0.18 eV. The relaxed structure of
the S–ON configuration converges to the Fe–ON configuration,
giving the same binding energy (Eads = 0.22 eV). As expected, no
charge transfer occurred from the surface to the NO molecule
except in the Fe–NO configuration where a small charge (0.06 e�)
is transferred from the surface. The calculated N–O stretching
vibrational frequencies reported in Table 3 confirm no significant
softening of the N–O bonds as they remained virtually unchanged
compared to the isolated NO bond length. The weak interaction
of the NO molecule with the {001} surface can be attributed to the
steric repulsion the NO molecule experiences from the S atoms
terminating the surface.

{011} surface. In contrast to the weak interaction with the
{001} surface, the NO molecule adsorbs quite strongly at the
{011} surface, preferentially at the top-Fe site; the sulfur sites
are basically unreactive towards NO adsorption. The relaxed NO
adsorption structures on the {011} surface are shown in
Fig. 6(a–c). The lowest energy configuration was calculated to
be the Fe–NO configuration (Fig. 6a), with the NO molecule
binding perpendicularly to a top-Fe atom releasing an adsorp-
tion energy of 2.87 eV with the N–O and Fe–N bond distances
calculated to be 1.199 Å and 1.664 Å respectively. The Fe–ON
configuration (Fig. 6b) is found to be up to 1.55 eV less
favourable, relative to the Fe–NO configuration, and its N–O and
Fe–O bond distances are calculated to be 1.187 Å and 1.790 Å
respectively. A stronger binding energy calculated for the Fe–NO
configuration is similar to the results reported on the pyrite
(100) surface, where the Fe–NO configuration was calculated

to be 1.14 eV more favourable than the Fe–ON configuration.49

Similarly, on transition metals, the M–NO configuration is
often calculated to be energetically more favoured than the
M–ON configuration.85–87

We have also identified a stable side-on configuration where
the NO binds parallel at the bridge site between two adjacent
Fe atoms on the {011} surface via the N and O atoms (denoted
Fe–NO–Fe as shown in Fig. 6c). This configuration is found to
be only 0.13 eV less favourable than the most stable Fe–NO
configuration and the N–O, N–Fe and O–Fe bond distances are,
respectively, calculated to be 1.245 Å, 1.688 Å and 2.130 Å.
In Table 3, we present a summary of the adsorption energies
and the relevant bond distances for NO adsorbed onto the {011}
surface. The stretched N–O bonds, particularly in the side-on
Fe–NO–Fe configuration, suggest that NO might dissociate

Table 3 Adsorption energies and the relevant bond distances of NO adsorbed onto the {001}, {011}, {100} and {111} FeS surfaces.
P

q denotes the net
charge gained by the NO molecule and u(N–O) is the stretching vibrational frequency. The calculated free u(N–O) = 1898 cm�1 and d(N–O) = 1.160 Å
which compare well with the experimental90 values of 1903 cm�1 and 1.170 Å, respectively

Surface Configuration Eads/eV d(Fe–N)/Å d(Fe–O)/Å d(N–O)/Å u(N–O)/cm�1 P
q/e�

(001) Fe–ON �0.15 — 4.040 1.166 1845 0.00
Fe–NO +0.12 1.643 — 1.179 1793 0.06
S–NO �0.18 — — 1.161 1839 0.00

(011) Fe–NO �2. 87 1.664 — 1.199 1766 0.45
Fe–ON �1.32 — 1.790 1.187 1616 0.39
Fe–NO–Fe �2.74 1.688 2.130 1.245 1375 0.70

(100) Fe–NO �2.91 1.656 — 1.197 1773 0.45
Fe–ON �1.33 — 1.792 1.186 1656 0.36

(111) Fe–NO �3.21 1.790 — 1.259 1575 0.64
Fe–ON �1.48 — 1.981 1.219 1568 0.45

Fig. 6 Side views of the optimized adsorption structures of NO (a–c) on the
{011} FeS surface. The corresponding electron density difference plots relative
to the adsorbed NO, showing charge transfer in the regions between the NO
and the surface Fe atoms upon adsorption, are displayed in (d–f). Green
contours indicate electron density increase by 0.02 electrons per Å3 and
orange contours indicate electron density decrease by 0.02 electrons per Å3.
(Colour scheme: Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red).
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from this geometry but an attempt to cleave the N–O bond
found this to be an overall endothermic process (DE = +0.60 eV)
with an activation energy barrier of 1.16 eV. Another reaction
path for NO dissociation was investigated, considering the
most stable Fe–NO configuration as the starting point, but this
reaction was also calculated to be endothermic (DE = +0.73 eV)
overall and it has a very high activation energy barrier (4.12 eV),
suggesting that NO will remain adsorbed molecularly onto the
{011} surface. The transition state for the dissociation of NO from
the Fe–NO configuration on the pyrite (100) surface was shown to
possess a similarly high activation barrier of 5.44 eV.49

In agreement with the strong interaction of NO with the
{011} surface, we show from our Bader population analysis that
the NO molecule draws significant charge from the interacting
surface Fe atoms upon adsorption, where in the Fe–NO, Fe–ON
and Fe–NO–Fe configurations, the NO draws 0.45 e�, 0.39 e�

and 0.70 e�, respectively, which causes an elongation of the
N–O bonds, as confirmed by the calculated N–O stretching
vibrational frequencies presented in Table 3. Further insight
into local charge rearrangement within the NO–surface system
was gained from the electron density difference iso-surfaces,
obtained by subtracting from the charge density of the total
adsorbate system the sum of the charge densities of the mole-
cule and the clean surface, calculated using the same geometry
as the adsorbate system. In Fig. 6(d–f) we display the iso-surfaces
of the electron density differences due to the adsorption of NO
for the Fe–NO, Fe–ON, and Fe–NO–Fe configurations. From the
charge density difference iso-surfaces, it is clear that electrons
are depleted from Fe d-states and the NO internuclear axis
region, but accumulate in the bonding region between NO and
the surface Fe atoms, and on the NO molecule. The depletion of
electron density from both the NO molecule and the surface Fe
atoms shows that the interaction between NO and the surface
corresponds to a donation and back-donation process,88 wherein
the NO donates electrons to the empty Fe d-orbitals and the
filled Fe d-orbitals back-donate to the 2pp* orbitals of NO. The
net charge accumulated on the adsorbed NO molecule as
calculated from the Bader population analysis discussed above,
however, suggests a stronger back-donation from the filled Fe
d-bands than the forward donation from the NO molecule.

{100} surface. The relaxed adsorption structures of NO on
the {100} surface are shown in Fig. 7(a and b). No stable side-on
configuration was found as the NO molecule flips back to the
energetically most favoured Fe–NO configuration during geo-
metry optimization. Similar to the {011} surface, the sulfur sites
on the {100} surface remain unreactive towards NO adsorption
compared to the Fe sites that are very reactive. The Fe–NO
configuration (Eads = �2.91 eV) is again calculated to be energe-
tically more favourable than the Fe–ON configuration which
releases an adsorption energy of 1.33 eV. In contrast to the
perpendicularly adsorbed NO at the top-Fe sites on the {011}
surface, the NO molecule is adsorbed in a tilted orientation onto
the {100} surface with the N–O bond forming an angle of B601
and B411, respectively, with the surface normal in the Fe–NO
and Fe–ON configurations. Upon adsorption, the NO molecule
draws charges of 0.45 e� and 0.36 e� from the {100} surface in

the Fe–NO and Fe–ON configurations, respectively, which causes
an elongation of the N–O bonds calculated at 1.197 Å for the
Fe–NO configuration and 1.186 Å for the Fe–ON configuration,
compared with the free unperturbed bond length of 1.160 Å. All
the relevant interatomic bond distances and the stretching N–O
vibrational frequencies for NO adsorption onto the {100} surface
are reported in Table 3. The dissociation of NO from the most
stable Fe–NO configuration on the {100} surface was found to be
both thermodynamically (DE = +0.71 eV) and kinetically (energy
barrier, Ea = 4.02 eV) unfavourable, which indicates that NO will
remain molecularly chemisorbed on the {100} surface even at
high temperatures.

{111} surface. The strongest surface–NO interaction was
found on the {111} surface, which is the least stable surface
among the four surfaces investigated. The lowest energy struc-
ture was calculated to be the Fe2–NO configuration with the
N atom bridging between the adjacent Fe atoms as shown in
Fig. 7c, releasing an adsorption energy of 3.213 eV, i.e., B0.3 eV
more favourable than the lowest energy structures on the {011}
and {100} surfaces. The two Fe–N and N–O bond distances are
calculated to be 1.795 Å, 1.791 Å, and 1.209 Å respectively.
When adsorbed via the oxygen atom, also preferentially at the
bridging Fe sites as shown in Fig. 7d, the adsorption energy is
calculated to be �1.48 eV i.e., 1.73 eV less stable than the most
favoured Fe2–NO structure. The adsorption of the NO molecule
onto the {111} surface is characterized by significant charge
transfer from the surface; NO draws 0.64 e� and 0.45 e� from the
surface when adsorbed in the Fe2–NO and Fe2–ON configurations
respectively. This effect causes an elongation of the N–O bonds as
shown in Table 3 along with the stretching N–O vibrational
frequencies. Further analysis of the bonding of NO on the {111}
surface was obtained through an analysis of the electronic DOS
of the lowest energy Fe2–NO system, projected on orbitals of
nitrogen and oxygen species and of the interacting surface Fe
atoms (Fig. 8). Comparing the DOS of NO in the non-interacting
state (Fig. 8a) to that of the adsorbed state (Fig. 8b) one can
observe the disappearance of the NO-2p states at the Fermi level
upon adsorption, which therefore suggests a strong interaction
between the adsorbate and the substrate Fe d-orbitals via mixing
of this orbital.

Fig. 7 Side and top views of the optimized adsorption structures of NO
on the {100}-(a, b), and {111}-(c, d), FeS surfaces. (Colour scheme: Fe =
grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red).
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The minimum energy reaction pathway for NO dissociation
on the {111} surface leaves the N and O adsorbed at bridge sites
between two Fe atoms but, unlike on the {011} and {100} surfaces,
the NO dissociation reaction on the {111} surface is exothermic
(DE = �1.56 eV) although the calculated high energy barrier of
3.96 eV suggests that this dissociation might occur only at high
temperatures. The reaction profile for NO dissociation on the
{011}, {100} and {111} surfaces is shown in Fig. 9.

3.4 NO2 adsorption and dissociation

The optimized NO2 adsorption structures with minimum energy on
the {001}, {011}, {100} and {111} surfaces were calculated by
considering four different initial adsorption configurations, i.e.,
two bidentate configurations where the NO2 binds either via two
Fe–O bonds (denoted Fe–ONO–Fe) or via one Fe–O bond and the
Fe–N bond (denoted Fe–NOO–Fe) and two monodentate configura-
tions via a single Fe–N bond (Fe–NO2) or a single Fe–O bond
(Fe–ONO). We have also attempted to adsorb the NO2 molecule at
sulfur sites but found no stable chemisorbed S–NO2 adsorption

structure; the molecule always moves to a reactive Fe site
during geometry optimization.

{001} surface. Similar to the weak interaction of NO with the
{001} surface, we have also identified only a weak interaction
between the NO2 molecule and the {001} surface. The NO2

molecule shows only physisorption on the surface and it moved
away from the different surface binding sites during geometry
optimizations from all initial orientations. The optimized NO2

adsorption geometries on the {001} surface are shown in Fig. 10(a–c),
while the adsorption energies and the relevant interatomic bond
distances and angles are summarized in Table 4. The Fe–NOO–Fe,
Fe–ONO–Fe, and Fe–ONO configurations released adsorption
energies of 0.23 eV, 0.26 eV, and 0.17 eV, respectively, but when
we attempted to adsorb the NO2 at a sulfur site (i.e., S–NO2), it
converged to the relaxed Fe–NOO–Fe structure. Consistent with
physisorption, we observed no charge transfers between the
{001} surface and the NO2 molecule upon adsorption and the
N–O bond distances remained relatively unaffected.

{011} surface. Compared to the {001} surface, the NO2 mole-
cule is chemisorbed strongly on the {011} surface. The optimized
NO2 adsorption structures on the {011} surface are shown in
Fig. 11(a–c) and their corresponding iso-surfaces of the electron
density difference are displayed in Fig. 11(d–f). The lowest energy
structure is calculated to be the bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe structure
(Fig. 11a), releasing an adsorption energy of 2.67 eV, with
calculated Fe–N and Fe–O bond distances of 1.927 Å and
1.953 Å respectively. Bader population analysis indicates that
the NO2 molecule draws a charge of 0.78 e� from the {011}
surface upon adsorption which causes an elongation of the N–O
bond distances calculated to be 1.349 Å and 1.229 Å, compared
with the free unperturbed bond length of 1.213 Å. Consistent with
the elongated N–O bonds, we observe a significant reduction in
the N–O stretching frequencies of the adsorbed NO2 molecule
(Table 5) compared to the gas phase.

When the NO2 molecule adsorbs via both oxygen atoms
i.e., the bidentate Fe–ONO–Fe configuration as shown in
Fig. 11b, the adsorption energy is calculated to be �2.61 eV
i.e., only 0.05 eV less than in the most favourable Fe–NOO–Fe

Fig. 8 Projected density of states (PDOS) for NO adsorbed onto FeS(111):
(a) before interaction and (b) Fe2–NO adsorption structure. The dashed
line represents the Fermi level.

Fig. 9 Reaction profile for NO dissociation on the {011}, {100} and {111}
FeS surfaces. The asterisks (*) denote the adsorbed species. The calculated
(DE, Ea) are (+0.73 eV, 4.12 eV) on the {011} surface, (+0.71 eV, 4.02 eV) on
the {100} surface and (�1.56 eV, 3.96 eV) on the {111} surface.

Fig. 10 Side and top views of the optimized adsorption structures
of NO2 on the {001} FeS surface. (Colour scheme: Fe = grey, S = yellow,
N = blue and O = red).
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structure. Bader population analysis indicates that a charge
transfer of 0.71 e� occurs from the surface to the NO2 molecule,
which causes structural changes in the molecule; the +O–N–O
bond angle reduces from 133.81 to 119.41 and the two N–O
bond distances are calculated to be 1.289 Å and 1.286 Å, both
suggesting an elongation of the N–O bonds relative to the free
NO2 molecule. The distances between the two oxygen atoms
and the interacting surface Fe atoms (Fe–O) are 1.879 Å and
1.899 Å (the average value is reported in Table 4). The least
stable configuration was calculated to be the monodentate
oxygen (Fe–ONO) configuration (Fig. 11c), which releases an
adsorption energy of 1.64 eV with an Fe–O bond distance of
1.874 Å. The smallest of charge transfers (0.51 e�) from the
surface occurred in this configuration and the N–O bonds are
calculated to be 1.351 Å and 1.208 Å.

An inspection of the iso-surfaces of NO2 on the (011) surface
in Fig. 11(d–f) shows significant charge redistribution within the
NO2–surface systems, which results in a net charge accumula-
tion on the NO2 molecule and in the bonding regions between
NO2 and the surface Fe atoms, which is consistent with the
formation of chemical bonds. An inspection of the iso-surfaces
reveals that some charge depletion occurs from Fe d-states
and the adsorbed NO2 molecule which suggests donation of
electrons from the NO2 into the empty Fe d-orbital and a back-
donation from the filled Fe d-orbitals into the empty antibonding
orbitals of NO2. The calculated net charge accumulation on the
adsorbed NO2 molecule as estimated from our Bader population
analysis indicates stronger back-donation from the interacting
surface Fe d-orbitals to NO2 compared to the forward donation
from NO2 to the surface.

The reaction profile for NO2 dissociation on the {011} surface
starting from the most stable bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe configu-
ration is shown in Fig. 12. The dissociation proceeded in two
steps: step 1 represents the cleavage of the first N–O bond to
produce NO and O fragments adsorbed at the adjacent top-Fe
sites (R1), and step 2 represents a further dissociation of the
second N–O bond to produce either (N(ads) and O2(ads)), R2-A or

Table 4 Adsorption energies and the relevant bond distances and angles of NO2 adsorbed onto the {001}, {011}, {100} and {111} FeS surfaces.
P

q
denotes the net charge gained by the NO2 molecule upon adsorption. The free N–O bond distance and the +O–N–O bond angel are calculated to be
1.213 Å and 133.81, respectively, in excellent agreement with experimental91 values of 1.197 Å and 134.11

Surface Configuration Eads/eV d(Fe–N)/Å d(Fe–O)/Å d(N–O1)/Å d(N–O2)/Å +ONO/1
P

q/e�

(001) Fe–NOO–Fe �0.23 3.707 3.853 1.224 1.221 130.7 0.00
Fe–ONO–Fe �0.26 — 3.827 1.226 1.226 131.5 0.00
Fe–ONO �0.17 — 3.901 1.225 1.218 131.3 0.00

(011) Fe–NOO–Fe �2.67 1.927 1.953 1.349 1.229 116.6 0.78
Fe–ONO–Fe �2.61 — 1.889 1.289 1.286 119.4 0.71
Fe–ONO �1.64 — 1.874 1.351 1.208 113.8 0.51

(100) Fe–NOO–Fe �2.73 1.924 1.950 1.362 1.228 116.7 0.80
Fe–ONO–Fe �2.64 — 1.857 1.294 1.292 119.3 0.78
Fe–ONO �1.65 — 1.825 1.415 1.201 111.9 0.52

(111) Fe–NOO–Fe �2.91 1.870 1.957 1.386 1.229 119.7 0.90
Fe–ONO–Fe �2.69 — 1.978 1.271 1.270 116.0 0.87
Fe–ONO �1.70 — 1.825 1.465 1.212 112.3 0.56

Fig. 11 Side views of the optimized adsorption structures of NO2 (a–c) on
the {011} FeS surface. The corresponding electron density difference plots
relative to the adsorbed NO2, showing charge transfer in the regions
between NO2 and the surface Fe atoms upon adsorption are displayed
in (d–f). Green contours indicate electron density increase by 0.02
electrons per Å3 and orange contours indicate electron density decrease
by 0.02 electrons per Å3. (Colour scheme: Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue
and O = red).

Table 5 The symmetric (us), asymmetric (uas) and bending (ub) vibrational
frequencies of NO2 adsorbed onto the low-Miller index FeS surfaces

System us/cm�1 uas/cm�1 ub/cm�1

NO2 (g) Expt.87 1318 1610 750
NO2 (g) Calc. 1331 1665 730

(011) Fe–NOO–Fe 845 1455 716
Fe–ONO–Fe 1066 1088 713
Fe–ONO 798 1594 611

(100) Fe–NOO–Fe 847 1452 712
Fe–ONO–Fe 1050 1064 724
Fe–ONO 792 1591 604

(111) Fe–NOO–Fe 839 1398 719
Fe–ONO–Fe 1048 1052 727
Fe–ONO 790 1588 612
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adsorbed atomic species (i.e., N(ads) and two O(ads)), R2-B. The
cleavage of the first N–O bond (R1) was found to be exothermic
(DE = �0.76 eV) and has a low activation energy barrier of
0.32 eV, which suggests that NO2 will readily dissociate into
NO(ads) and O(ads) species on the {011} surface. Further dissocia-
tion of the second N–O bond through reactions R2-A and R2-B is,
however, both thermodynamically and kinetically unfavourable.
Reactions R2-A and R2-B are, respectively, endothermic by 2.63 eV
and 0.93 eV and have high activation energy barriers calculated
to be 5.12 eV and 4.22 eV respectively, which suggests that
complete dissociation of NO2 on the {011} surface is unlikely to
occur even at high temperatures.

{100} surface. The relaxed NO2 adsorption structures on the
{100} surface are shown in Fig. 13(a and b). As on the {011}
surface, the lowest energy configuration was found to be a
bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe (Fig. 13a), which releases an adsorption
energy of 2.73 eV, i.e., only 0.06 eV more favourable than the

lowest energy structure on the {011} surface. Bader population
analysis indicates that the NO2 molecule draws 0.80 e� from the
surface which causes an elongation of the two N–O bonds
(1.362 Å, 1.228 Å) and a reduction in the +O–N–O bond angle
(133.81-116.71) as shown in Table 4. The other bidentate
configuration with two Fe–O bonds (Fe–ONO–Fe), Fig. 13b
is only 0.09 eV less favourable than the most stable bidentate
Fe–NOO–Fe configuration, while the monodentate Fe–ONO
configuration is up to 1.03 eV less favourable relative to the
lowest energy bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe configuration. The close
comparison between the binding energies of NO2 on the {100} and
{011} surfaces is in agreement with the small difference in their
calculated surface energies; 1.04 J m�2 for (100) and 0.95 J m�2 for
the (011) surface and suggest that both surfaces have similar
reactivity toward NO2 activation.

The reaction profile for the dissociation of NO2 from the
most stable bidentate Fe–NOO–Fe configuration on the {100}
surface is shown in Fig. 14. The dissociation of the first N–O
bond produces NO and O that are adsorbed at the adjacent
top-Fe sites and the reaction is exothermic (DE = �0.75 eV) with
a low activation barrier of 0.30 eV, which is close to the barrier for
the dissociation of the first N–O on the {011} surface (0.32 eV), and
therefore suggests that NO2 will also readily dissociate into NO(ads)
and O(ads) fragments on the {100} surface. Again, as was found on
the {011} surface, further dissociation of the second N–O bond to
yield reaction R2-A or R2-B is found to be endothermic relative to
the relaxed structure of the first N–O bond cleavage with high
activation energy barriers. The (DE, Ea) for reactions R2-A and R2-B
are (2.61, 4.91) and (0.89, 4.13), respectively, which again suggests
that complete dissociation of NO2 on the {100} surface is unlikely to
occur even at high temperatures.

{111} surface. The strongest NO2–FeS interaction was observed
on the {111} surface, similar to the NO adsorption. The lowest
energy structure (Fe–NOO–Fe), shown in Fig. 13c, released an

Fig. 12 Reaction profile for NO2 dissociation on the FeS{011} surface. The
insets show a schematic representation of the steady states, numbered in
accordance with the relevant stage in the overall reaction. (Colour scheme:
Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red). Note the transition states are
framed in dashed lines and the asterisks (*) denote the adsorbed species.

Fig. 13 Side (top) and top (bottom) views of the optimized adsorption
structures of NO2 on the {100}-(a, b) and {111}-(c, d) FeS surfaces. (Colour
scheme: Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red).

Fig. 14 Reaction profile for NO2 dissociation on the FeS{100} surface. The
insets show a schematic representation of the steady states, numbered in
accordance with the relevant stage in the overall reaction. (Colour scheme:
Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red). Note the transition states are
framed in dashed lines and the asterisks (*) denote the adsorbed species.
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adsorption energy of 2.91 eV with the Fe–N and Fe–O bond
distances calculated to be 1.870 Å and 1.957 Å. The highest
charge transfer (0.90 e�) between the FeS surface and NO2

occurred in this configuration, which causes an elongation of
the N–O bond distances calculated to be 1.386 Å and 1.229 Å,
compared with the free unperturbed bond length of 1.213 Å.
The +O–N–O bond angle is also reduced to 119.71 compared to
the free NO2 bond angle of 133.81. The other bidentate configu-
ration with two Fe–O bonds (Fe–ONO–Fe), Fig. 13d, released an
adsorption energy of 2.69 eV, i.e., 0.22 eV less favourable than
the most stable Fe–NOO–Fe configuration. As was found on the
{011} and {100} surfaces, the least stable adsorption structure
on the {111} surface is calculated to be a monodentate Fe–O
configuration (i.e., Fe–ONO), which released an adsorption
energy of 1.70 eV. Bader population analysis indicates that a
charge transfer of 0.87 e� and 0.56 e� occurs from the surface to
the NO2 molecule when adsorbed in the bidentate Fe–ONO–Fe
and monodentate Fe–ONO configurations respectively. This effect
causes weakening of the N–O bonds as they are elongated relative
to the free N–O bond distances (see Table 4).

To gain further insight into the strong interaction of NO2

with the mackinawite surfaces, we have plotted the electronic
DOS of the strongest surface–NO2 system on the (111) surface,
projected on orbitals of nitrogen and oxygen species and of
the interacting surface Fe substrate. Before the adsorption of
NO2 (Fig. 15a), the projection on the N and O atoms and on the
surface Fe atoms shows states at the Fermi level, which
suggests that electron transfer can occur between the surface
Fe atoms and the NO2 molecule. Upon adsorption (Fig. 15b),
the strong hybridization between the O and N p-orbitals and
the surface Fe d-orbitals causes the abrupt disappearance of the
molecule’s states at the Fermi level, which is consistent with the
strong interactions and significant calculated charge transfer.
We also note a broadening of the N and O p-states at 1.0 eV upon
adsorption, again suggesting their strong interaction with the
surface Fe d-orbitals.

The reaction profile for the dissociation of NO2 from the
most stable Fe–NOO–Fe configuration is shown in Fig. 16. The
dissociation of the first N–O bond leaves the NO and O fragments
adsorbed at bridge sites between two Fe atoms and the reaction is
found to be highly exothermic (DE = �3.54 eV) but the total
reaction barrier was calculated to be 1.96 eV. The higher activation
barrier for the dissociation of the first N–O bond on the {111}
surface compared to the {011} and {100} surfaces can be attributed
to the additional energy required to move the dissociated products
from the top-Fe site to the most stable bridging-Fe sites. The
dissociation of the second N–O bond towards the production
of N(ads) and two O(ads) was also found to be exothermic (DE =
�1.45 eV) with an activation energy barrier of 3.80 eV, while the
alternative path to produce N(ads) and O2(ads) was found to be
endothermic (DE = +2.78 eV) with a higher activation energy
barrier of 4.35 eV. Although the thermodynamics favour the
formation of N(ads) and two O(ads), the calculated high activa-
tion energy barrier suggests that this might only be attainable
at higher temperatures. The unfavourable thermodynamics and
kinetics for the production of N(ads) and O2(ads), however,
indicates that this reaction is unlikely to occur at all.

4. Summary and conclusions

From the geometry optimization of the low-Miller index sur-
faces of mackinawite, we have shown the {001} surface to be the
most stable surface, followed by the {011}, {100}, {111} and
{110} surfaces. Whereas the (001) surface is the most stable and
therefore the dominant surface expressed in the morphology of
the FeS crystal, our NOx adsorption calculations show that it is
the least reactive surface towards NOx adsorption. The sides
and corners of the mackinawite nanocrystal, which present the
{011}, {100} and {111} surfaces, however, are shown to be very

Fig. 15 Projected density of states (PDOS) for NO2 adsorbed onto
FeS{111}: (a) before interaction and (b) Fe–NOO–Fe adsorption structure.
The dashed line represents the Fermi level.

Fig. 16 Reaction profile for NO2 dissociation on the FeS{111} surface. The
insets show a schematic representation of the steady states, numbered in
accordance with the relevant stage in the overall reaction. (Colour
scheme: Fe = grey, S = yellow, N = blue and O = red). Note the transition
states are framed in dashed lines and the asterisks (*) denote the
adsorbed species.
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reactive towards NOx adsorption and activation. The strongest
NOx–FeS interaction was calculated on the (111) surface, the
least stable surface among the surfaces investigated. The
adsorption of the NOx species onto the {011}, {100} and {111}
surfaces was characterised by significant electron transfer from
the interacting surface species, which causes weakening of the
N–O bonds particularly the surface-bound N–O bond as it is
elongated compared to the free unperturbed NO2 bond length.
Comparing the results obtained on the mackinawite surfaces to
those obtained on the pyrite (100) surface,49 we found that the
NOx species interact more strongly with mackinawite surfaces
than the pyrite (100) surface, which indicates that mackinawite
surfaces are more reactive towards NOx adsorption and activa-
tion than the pyrite (100) surface. The stronger interaction of
the NOx species with the mackinawite surfaces compared to
the pyrite (100) surface can be rationalized by considering the
shorter Fe–N and Fe–O bond distances calculated on the
mackinawite surfaces compared to the pyrite surfaces. Unlike
the NOx–pyrite interactions wherein the Fe–N bond distances
for NO adsorption were reported to be 1.72–2.04 Å, the adsorp-
tion of NO onto the mackinawite surfaces yields shorter Fe–N
bond distances, calculated to be 1.643–1.790 Å, which suggests
stronger Fe–N bonds on the mackinawite surface than on the
pyrite surface. Similarly, the shorter Fe–N (1.870–1.927 Å)
and Fe–O (1.825–1.978 Å) bond distances calculated for the
NO2–mackinawite interactions compared to the slightly longer
Fe–N (1.94 Å) and Fe–O (1.96–2.02 Å) bond distances in the
NO2–pyrite interactions suggest stronger binding of NO2 to the
mackinawite surfaces than to the pyrite surface.

Our calculated binding energies and interatomic Fe–N and
Fe–O bond distances for the NOx species on the mackinawite
surfaces also compare well with those reported on the metallic
Fe(111) surface.89 Similar to the adsorption characteristics
calculated on the mackinawite surfaces, adsorption of the
NOx species onto the Fe (111) surface was characterized by
significant charge transfer from the interacting Fe atom with
the NOx species (0.72 to 1.19 e� for NO2), which gave rise to
the stronger binding and larger distortion in the N–O bond
distances observed.89

Our calculated reaction profiles for the dissociation of NO2

show that the {011}, {100} and {111} surfaces exhibit consider-
able catalytic activity toward the cleavage of the first N–O bond
to produce NO(ads) and O(ads) fragments, with favourable
thermodynamics and kinetics. The calculated high activation
energy barriers for the further dissociation of the second N–O
bond to produce either (N(ads) and O2(ads)) or (N(ads) and two
O(ads)), however, suggest that a complete dissociation of NO2 is
not likely to occur on the {011} and {100} surfaces but could
occur on the {111} mackinawite surface at high temperatures.
This information about the reaction mechanism, the catalytic
activity of the major surfaces, and the importance of the surface
structure would otherwise be difficult to obtain with experi-
mental measurements, indicating that periodic DFT calcula-
tions might play a vital role in the rational design of improved
catalytic FeS surfaces for the adsorption and dissociation of
environmentally important NOx molecules.
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